
As an SME owner, do YOU feel familiar?
Your Company is profitable, but where is all the cash?

You always feel there is something “MIS”sing in the MIS?

You feel helpless with rising Fixed Costs?

You witness profitability going down every year!

You are worried about modernization and improving 

productivity of Finance department?

Your key Finance resource is leaving the organization 

& there may be a long lead time to fill the position!

You know what needs to be done, but need 

someone to execute!

Consulting firms are expensive!



Welcome to
CFO Bridge

Company Overview

Your Partner in Solution



India’s largest 
CFO Partner institution

years of combined 
experience

700+
clients served 
since 2012

400+
Over the past 10 years, our team 
has worked with diverse 
businesses from multiple sectors –
simplifying decision making using 
financial analysis, maximizing 
profitability, improve financial 
governance, and prepare the 
business for growth. With years of 
experience and the right skill set, 
our CFOs help you take your 
business to the next level.

Present in Mumbai, Pune, Delhi NCR, 
Bengaluru, Chennai, Hyderabad
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Solution and 
execution focus

Broad range 
of services



You (SMEs) 
face multiple 
headwinds

LIMITED ACCESS TO INVESTORS & LENDING 
INSTITUTIONS
limiting the ability to raise funds to fuel growth

DEMAND FOR SEASONED FINANCIAL TALENT
exceeds the supply, creating difficulty in 

attracting & retaining talent

HIGH COST OF FULL TIME CFO
A full-time CFO is expensive for your business 
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MULTIPLE TOUCHPOINTS
Difficult to manage multiple service providers for 

financial & compliance needs

LINKAGES BETWEEN P&L and CASH FLOW
is not fully understood, creating decision paralysis



We bridge the gaps…
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Single Point of 

Contact with 

accountability

…by providing world class CFO 
support at affordable prices

Release your bandwidth 
for you to focus on things 

YOU are good at

Top notch finance talent 

on demand – flexible 
basis

Holistic MIS, with focus 

on free cashflow

eliminating blockages

Help you grow the 

business and access 

funding



CFO Bridge offers Solutions

W R I T E  S O M E T H I N G  H E R E

Significant Value 
for Money
Our cost is a fraction of a full-time 
team; with a proven track record of 
very high-quality delivery & 
execution. 

Availability of High Quality 
Talent
We have an experienced team of CFOs with 
diverse background assisted by a team of 
CAs and MBAs. 

Available for Special 
Project or Short Tenure
Our services are available “on 
demand” and “plug and play” basis. 
Purely variable cost for the CFO.

Execution & Timely 
Closure
Our scope is not limited to designing a 
roadmap. We work with teams to 
execute & close.

Broad Range of 
Services
Our services are comprehensive, and 
we offer both on-site, off-site & mix of 
both as part of our solutions.

CFO Bridge Value Proposition
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…to enable growth

Plug & play model of highly 
skilled, specialized talent

Train and upgrade Clients’ talent

Streamlining & 
modernizing activities 
to enable scale 

Developing procedures 
to ensure self-reliance, 

internal controls and 
financial efficiency 

SYSTEMS PROCESSES

PEOPLE

We help build YOUR 
critical pillars of finance…



At Your Service 
We offer retainer as well as one-time services.
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WORKING CAPITAL 
MANAGEMENT
 Focus on Free cashflow and improving 

“Velocity” of cashflow

 Identify and eliminate Blockages & 
Leakages

 Receivable and Payable cycle 
improvement 

 Inventory Improvements
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 Project evaluation support 

 Budget and scenario analysis

 Break-even analysis 

 Long term business planning

 Competition benchmarking

FINANCIAL & STRATEGIC 
PLANNING 5

 Design and implementation of reliable, 
and insightful MIS systems

 Balance scorecard with lead & lag 
indicators

 Marketing performance analysis 
including CAC, LTV

FINANCIAL & BUSINESS MIS 
DASHBOARDS1

 Pricing power analysis 

 Product-wise & segment-wise analysis

 Cost optimization analysis 

 Production efficiency and utilization 
analysis

 Elimination of revenue leakages 

PROFITABILITY & EFFICIENCY 
IMPROVEMENT2

 Financial training for 
non-finance managers

 Business analytics skills using excel

 Succession planning, 
performance management

 Mentoring future finance leaders 

PEOPLE & 
TRAINING 6

 Tax optimization & structuring

 Cross-border transactions

 Due diligence

 Valuation

TAX, TRANSACTION & 
STRUCTURING SERVICES3



At Your Service
– Digital Transformation
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FINANCIAL 
REPORTING
 Automate multiple GAAP reporting 

– Usually manual & cumbersome

 Automate expense allocations & 
regulatory reporting

 Integrated reporting with different 
systems
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 End to end automation of 

P2P process

 Enhanced controls, faster 
processing audit trails 

P2P 
AUTOMATION4

 Decision support – partner in data 
journey

 Deliver with proven technology –
PowerBI

 Real-time and personalized 
dashboarding

 Analytics across the organization –
sales, revenues, operations, HR, 
Finance

BUSINESS INTELLIGENCE & 
VISUAL INSIGHTS1

 Detect and prevent errors, 
exceptions & duplicates in 
large transactions

 Automate concurrent audits 
using  sophisticated algorithms 
and real time built-in workflows

DIGITIZE CONCURRENT 
AUDITS2Our digital solutions not only have 

the ability to process and 

automate large quantity of data 

using high-end algorithms and 

analytic methods but also provide 

advanced real-time reporting and 

business intelligence.



MIS & ANALYSIS

DRIVERS OF PROFIT

CASHFLOW MANAGEMENT

TRAINING

COMPLIANCE

Our PANCH SHEEL Framework 
– To deliver value to our customers
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To evolve into a respected organization 
with high standards of statutory 
compliance & financial governance

COMPLIANCE

To ensure teams are self-reliant and expand 
capabilities with minimal cost implications

TRAINING

Providing reliable, timely & insightful MIS that is 
comprehensive, complete & consistent

MIS & ANALYSIS

Analyze & empower You with knowledge 
and tools on every material driver of 
“topline” and “bottomline”

DRIVERS OF PROFIT

To ensure Cash flows freely through the 
organization without blockages and leakages 
and improve the “Speed” of cash cycles

CASHFLOW MANAGEMENT

CFO Bridge follows a 

5-pronged approach as 

delivery framework to 

ensure high quality



2
1

3

4
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Our Panch Mantras
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MENTORS

SOUNDING BOARD
Help understand & analyze all 
positive & negative aspects of 
your key strategic decisions

FINISHERS
Ensure that all initiatives are 

finished efficiently & on-time

PROBLEM SOLVERS
Not only identify the problem 

but solve it with the best 
suitable solution

FACILITATORS
Ensure that everyone is with right 
resources for optimum performance 

Help everyone the in the ecosystem 
build their skills & growth mindset



Our Vision Statement

To be the Preferred 
Institution for SMEs 
and Startups to 
strengthen their 
overall financial 
governance and be a 
platform for finance 
professionals to pursue 
their entrepreneurial 
ambitions.



Our Core Values
1. INTEGRITY
Everything we do is built on the foundation 
of integrity. We are truthful, open, and 
dedicated to doing what is best for our 
customers and the company. 
We do not tolerate politics, hidden 
agendas, and passive-aggressive 
behavior. Even when no one is looking, we 
do the right thing.

2. ADD VALUE TO THE 
STAKEHOLDERS
Our clients and stakeholders are infused into 
everything we do. 
We listen to our clients & embrace their needs and 
challenges as our own in a relentless pursuit to 
exceed their expectations. Our goal is to help them 
succeed. Within the org, we help each other 
succeed & be the best version of themselves.

3. EMPATHY
Empathy is the connective 
tissue that builds and binds 
strong teams together. 
Empathy requires the 
ability to connect and 
listen.

4. TRANSPARENCY
Transparency embodies honesty and open 
communication. Transparency is achieved by 
communicating internally & externally with 
unwavering candor, honesty, and respect.
It is the foundation of trust, the lack of hidden 
agendas or conditions, & enables better 
decision-making. Transparency promotes trust, 
increases motivation, & fosters overall growth.

5. ACCOUNTABILITY
Simply put, accountability is – See it, own it, 
solve it, do it.
We don’t have pages of policies and 
procedures. Instead, we have a 3-word 
policy – Use Good Judgement.

6. PARTNERSHIP
We build partnerships. 
To effectively work with our clients, we 
must build strong relationships based on 
mutual trust & respect, as well as effective 
collaboration at every step of the way. In 
many cases, we act as an extension of 
our clients' internal teams rather than as 
vendors or suppliers.

7. RESPECT
Respect is earned, not given. Showing respect 
starts with listening.
Our commitment to honesty, trust, and 
transparency has earned us admiration and 
respect. Our individual differences make our 
teams stronger, and our mutual trust and 
respect reinforces passion in everything we do.



SHILPA DESAI

CA, Experience: 22+ years Sectors: 

Sectors: Consumer Products, Supply 

Chain, Travel-tech, Start-ups

Partner

The Leadership Team
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SACHIN GOKHALE

CA, Experience: 30 years 

Sectors: Manufacturing, Engineering, 

Automotive, SMEs, and Start-ups

Partner

SACHIN SANGHVI

CA & MBA, Experience: 20+ years

Sectors: Logistics, Engineering, 

BPO and Health Insurance

Partner

HITESH KOTHARI

MBA, Finance & BE, Experience: 11 years 

Sectors: Manufacturing, Services, Start-

ups, Education

Partner
CA, Experience: 30 years 

Sector: Insurance

SRINIVASAN V
Founder

RAM NARAYAN

CA, Experience: 30+ years 

Sectors: Cement, Textile, Leather, IT & 

ITES, F&B

Partner
GAUTAM TARKUNDE

CA&MBA, Experience: 25 years 

Sectors: Telecom, Power & 

Aviation

Partner

https://www.linkedin.com/in/shilpa-desai-90a538a/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/sachingokhalecfo/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/sachin-sanghvi-97323b9/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/hiteshpkothari/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/srinivasanvswamy/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/ramanarayananv/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/gautam-tarkunde-4174362/


CFO Partners
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SONALI SHARMA
CA, Experience: 20 years
Sectors: Telecom, Digital, 
IT, NGOs

POOJA KHETERPAL
Finance, Experience: 20 years 
Sectors: Corporate Finance, 
FP&A, Taxation, Treasury

MANOJ RAMASWAMY
CA & MBA, Experience: 20 years
Sectors: IT, Pharma, Financial 
Services

CHIDAMBARAM IYER
CA, Experience: 22 years
Sectors: Energy, Infrastructure, 
Financial Services 

RAJNEESH JAIN
CA, Experience: 20 years
Sectors: Pharma, Packaging, 
Real Estate, Service Industry

PRABHU R
CA, Experience: 18 years
Sectors: Pharma, Healthcare, 
IT, Packaging & Services

SUDHAKAR G
CA, Experience: 16 years
Sectors: IT/ITES, Pharma, 
Real Estate and PE

HEMANT MUNDHRA
CA & CMA, Experience: 25+ 
years 
Sectors: Manufacturing, 
Trading, Services

PARAG VYAVAHARE
CA, Experience: 30+ years
Sectors: Packaging, FMCG & 
Consulting sectors

CFO Partner

 Bangalore  Kolkata

 Chennai  Mumbai

 Delhi NCR  Pune

 Hyderabad  UAE

MANI PADMANABHAN
CA & CMA, Experience: 30+ 
years. Sectors: Manufacturing, 
Services, Telecommunication, 
Pharmaceuticals

MUGUNDAN THIRUMALAI
CA. Experience: 20+ years
Sectors: Manufacturing, 
Machinery, FMCG, Automobile, 
and Ancillary Services 

SIVAKUMAR K
CA, Experience: 18+ years
Sectors: IT, BPO, Financial 
Services

https://www.linkedin.com/in/sonalishar1/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/pooja-kheterpal/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/manojramaswamy/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/chidambaram-iyer-4613836/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/prabhucfo/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/rajneesh-jain-7756a289/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/hemantmundhra-cfo-services/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/parag-vyavahare-210b8224/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/g-sudhakar-2346179/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/manip0109/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/sivakumar-business-finance-strategy
http://www.linkedin.com/in/mugundanthirumalai


SUBHRANGSU SARKAR
CA, MBA. Experience: 23+ 
years. Sectors: Manufacturing, 
Services, Pharmaceutical,
Logistics, Healthcare

AYUSH KAKKAR
CA. Experience: 20+ years
Sectors: Manufacturing & Mining, 
IT, Investment Banking, Commodity 
Trading, Oil Distribution

HEMANT THANVI
CA. Experience: 25+ years
Sectors: Infrastructure, Power, 
Education, Services, EPC

CFO Partners
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CFO Partner

 Bangalore  Kolkata

 Chennai  Mumbai

 Delhi NCR  Pune

 Hyderabad  UAE

TARUN GARG
CA. Experience: 20 years
Sectors: Health and Pharma, 
Trading, Manufacturing, & 
Service Industry

PRADIP NAMJOSHI
CA. Experience: 28 years. 

Sectors: Engineering, Chemical 

plants, Automobile, Agriculture, 

Media, Education, and IT

NITIN JAIN
MBA. Experience: 23 years
Sectors: Agriculture, 
Consumer Goods, F&B, Infra, 
and Automobile

S RAMAKRISHNAN (RAMKI)
ACA, ACMA, and ACS. 

Experience: 25+ years
Sectors: Manufacturing, IT, ITES, 
Consulting, and Services

SUBRAMANIAN G
ACA, ACMA, ACS, Experience: 22 

years. Sectors: Software(IT/ITES), 

Manufacturing, Trading 

(HW/Consumer durables) 

SATISH GOPAKUMAR 
CA. Experience: 30+ years
Sectors: Garment Exports, 
Telecom, Fire Protection, FMCG, 
Tea Plantation

SIDHARTH MANTAGANI
MBA, MSc in International 

Finance. Experience: 17 years
Sectors: Startups, Staffing 
solutions, Retail, EPC, Mining 
Microfinance 

MANISH THUKRAL
CA. Experience: 27 years
Sectors: Media and 
Television

https://www.linkedin.com/in/subhrangsu-sarkar-39266813/
http://www.linkedin.com/in/tghadvisors
https://www.linkedin.com/in/hemant-thanvi/
http://www.linkedin.com/in/tghadvisors
https://www.linkedin.com/in/pradip-namjoshi-5606223/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/nitinjain-ib/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/ramakrishnan-subramanian-ramki/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/gsubbu/
http://www.linkedin.com/in/satishgopakumar
https://www.linkedin.com/in/sidharthmantagani/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/manish-thukral/


Our Partners bring extensive large 
Corporate experience across sectors 
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Execution and BD Team
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ANKITA SHAH

Principal Consultant

DISHA SHAH

Consultant

SOUMYA RAMKUMAR

Sr. Consultant

BINDU BANDLA

Consultant

SHRUTHA RAMESH

Consultant

RANJANI 

VIJAYARAGHAVAN

Consultant

RADHIKA MISTRY

Consultant 

HIMANSHU SHARDA

Consultant

RHEA BATHIJA

Consultant

SHUBHAM SANGHVI

Consultant

ARPITA KULKARNI

Consultant

TEJAS GADAGKAR

Consultant

AKSHAY MADAAN

Director of Business 

Development

RONAK KARELIA

Business Development



What Our Customers are Saying

CFO Bridge has been very instrumental in 

executing the financial strategy and 

compliance for our company and it had 

resulted in sustainable and profitable 

growth. Experience of CFO Bridge with 

SMEs and Professional Start-ups is very 

notable and highly valued for our 

management team as we are growing 

with them.

– Bhaskar Babu, CEO,

Suryoday Small Finance Bank

We would like to express our appreciation 

for the excellent work done by CFO 

Bridge team for our group companies, 

VKL Seasonings Pvt. Ltd. (VSPL) & Food 

Service India Pvt. Ltd. (FSIPL). Whether it 

was a completion of routine accounts, 

preparation of MIS, financial statements 

including P & L; Balance Sheet; Cash flow 

or Documents for banks, auditors and 

completing statutory audits the work was 

executed as required. The work was done 

timely, accurately and completely. The 

entire team has worked and been led 

professionally and has worked 

completely seamlessly as if they were our 

own employees. We appreciate their 

contribution in taking us forward in 

realizing our own objectives and take this 

opportunity to wish them all the very best 

for the future. I hope we get a chance to 

work together again, in the future.

– Ajay Mariwala, MD,

VKL Seasonings Pvt. Ltd

CFO Bridge has worked with many of our 

partner companies providing financial 

governance service. As a PE, it is important 

for us to quickly bring significant 

enhancement in the finance organization at 

our partner organizations since time is of 

essence to us. 

In addition to regular CFO retainer services, 

CFO Bridge has handled assignments 

involving establish SOPs, budgeting and 

planning processes, costing, establishing a 

finance team from scratch, restructure MIS 

reports etc.

We see CFO Bridge more as a partner than a 

service provider and are happy to 

recommend CFO Bridge to organizations 

that are looking for CFO services

– Rahul Kapani

True North Managers LLP



Some of Our Happy Clients

Ashimara

Housing



Some of Our Happy Clients



Thank You
If you would like to learn more 
please get in touch.

Ram Narayanan

Mobile: +91 72004 25025

Email: ram@cfobridge.com

Web: www.cfobridge.com

CFO Bridge – Creating a 
winning partnership.


